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Servicers Must Work Closely 
With Investors…And Vice Versa

Heads are rolling at some of
the biggest financial firms -
most recently at Citigroup

and Merrill Lynch, where defaults on
the subprime mortgages in which
they invested are leading to billions
of dollars in losses. Furthermore, it is
unclear whether costs and careers
will be the only worries for these
firms and their current or former
executives.

Consider the Sarbanes-Oxley
(SOX) mandate for real-time, accurate
reporting of a public company’s busi-
ness state and any recognized risks. In
the wake of widely reset forecasts on
their losses, publicly traded firms -
Bear Stearns, Citigroup, Merrill Lynch
and many others - undoubtedly will
face scrutiny as to whether they com-
plied with the reporting processes
legally required by SOX. 

In the best case, these investiga-
tions will be a distraction from run-
ning the business. In the worst case,
if any violations are found, large
fines and even jail time for responsi-
ble executives will be in the future.

Consequently, with funds and ca-
reers at stake, investors are begin-
ning to realize they need to work
much more closely with mortgage
servicers.

Although servicers may now feel
that they, their decisions and their ac-
tions are under a microscope, there is
an opportunity for servicers to proac-
tively manage investor relationships
in order to gain the best financial out-
come for all parties. Doing so will re-
quire some significant improvements
in processes and, most likely, invest-
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ments in technology to implement
those improvements.

For years, the relationship be-
tween investors and the mortgage
servicing industry has operated dif-
ferently from the rest of the business
world. Investment firms that closely
watched other sectors, sometimes
tracking them on a weekly or daily

basis, have been comparatively
hands-off with servicers. 

Scrutiny of loan pools seemed un-
necessary when the accepted wisdom
was that home values would continue
to rise and that a troubled borrower
could always refinance. The relatively
small percentage of loans that went
into default had minimal impact on
the overall pool performance. 

Moreover, in a seller’s market,
even in a short-sale situation, there
was confidence that the buyer would

wait - and little to compel investors to
act quickly.

With comparatively few demands
from investors and low numbers of de-
faulted and at-risk loans, many mortgage
servicing operations maintained their
size or even shrank over the last several
years. While other industry sectors
invested in technology to improve
their efficiency and gain real-time
business insight, such expenditures
were few among mortgage servicers,
where the status quo seemed to be
working.

Last year, however, the mortgage
industry and those who invested in it
learned the hard way that the home
loan business carries as much or
more risk than other industries - and
that it can be wildly dynamic, requir-
ing timely insight and the ability to
act immediately. 

Whether mortgage servicers oper-
ate as independent businesses or part
of a larger mortgage firm or invest-
ment house, the time to start managing
the investor relationship differently is
now.

Reporting

In many cases, investors have
lacked a timely, deep understanding
of market factors, leading them to un-
derestimate the impact of the mort-
gage fallout. 

Among some mortgage servicers,
the process of generating a report on
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the loan pool can take up to two weeks,
as people manually review spread-
sheets of data. Information is already
old by the time it reaches the investors’
hands - reducing the value of any result-
ing analysis and prediction.

Then there is the SOX mandate,
which demands real-time reporting of
any factors that could significantly af-
fect a publicly traded company’s fi-
nancial performance. Generally
accepted guidelines are that the re-
port must occur within 48 hours of
the event to be considered real-time.  

Minimally, servicers need to imple-
ment processes in which reports on
the current condition of the loan pool
can be generated in under two days.
That timeline covers the legal de-
mands. 

But to be truly effective, servicers
need to implement software that can
generate reports in minutes, not days.
There should be automatic alerts
when certain thresholds are reached -
such as when home prices drop by 5%
or the average days on the market for
real estate owned (REO) homes in-
creases another two days.

For a complete picture, reports
should be able to incorporate a range
of data on the borrower, the loan con-
ditions, the condition of the property,
and the rate of home sale/pricing
down to the ZIP-code level. 

With this degree of information,
servicers can address the investors’
need to have a clear understanding of
the mortgage portfolio status and
demonstrate that awareness to top
management. More importantly, doing
so will also lay the groundwork for
servicers to make fact-based cases for
investors to approve more effective
actions in resolving loan issues.

Data analysis

Pure data have limited value:
They need context that can only be
gained by analysis. Manually review-
ing data may have worked in the
past, but the vast number of factors
to consider and demands to act
quickly mean mortgage servicers
need to invest in analytical software.

Servicers should expect to have at
their fingertips, for example, the abili-
ty to see the extent to which a certain

neighborhood is being hit by the mort-
gage crisis. 

They should be able to predict how
long a defaulted property is likely to
sit on the market, as well as what kind
of price it can command. In addition,
the software should allow servicers to
roll up those numbers to show a larg-
er, highly accurate picture of the areas
of greatest risk.

Ideally, the software will provide an
on-screen dashboard that visually rep-
resents trends to make them more
easily recognizable. Imagine viewing
an image of a geographic region with
pulsating hot spots where defaults are
rising above a set threshold - and then
next to it, a chart comparing the rates
of default for different neighborhoods.

By using data analysis to provide
context, mortgage servicers can give
investors the insight they need for
their business reporting and projec-
tions. Servicers also arm themselves
with the market understanding re-
quired to make the right decisions for
getting the best performance out of in-
dividual loans and the loan pools.

Too often, mortgage servicers have
been hamstrung from implementing
certain loss mitigation tactics that
would best serve investors. 

These difficulties are particularly
common when the servicer’s recom-
mended tactics fall outside the realm
of those allowed by the servicing con-
tract terms or mortgage-backed secu-
rities pool terms - leading to a decision
process among investors that can take
weeks.

Mortgage servicers can speed the
investors’ decisions by building on
their reporting and analysis and pro-
viding predictive models for the vari-
ous outcomes of different actions,
such as an REO sale versus a short
sale versus a modified loan. 

For example, predictive modeling
could demonstrate how modifying a
loan to a lower interest rate - re-
sulting in a lower return but preserving
the principal balance - would provide a
better overall return than moving into a
short sale or foreclosure that would re-
sult in a large and immediate principal
loss of 10% to 20%.

With a well-documented and com-
pelling case for taking corrective ac-

tion, an investor can streamline the
process on its end for approving a ser-
vicer’s recommendation.

Information dissemination

Just as reporting, analysis and de-
cision-making need to be automated,
so, too, do communications and
processes if mortgage servicers and
their investors are to work quickly and
efficiently to stay ahead of mortgage
market dynamics. 

It already is standard operating pro-
cedure for many businesses - health-
care, insurance, manufacturing and
banking, to name a few - to share infor-
mation electronically and even work
together in real time on the same elec-
tronic document or file.

Such online collaboration occurs
not just internally but across all the
partners and suppliers with whom
these customers work. Eliminating fax-
es and other paper trails has enabled
companies to reduce time, costs and
errors. For each of these industries,
there are business-specific applica-
tions that incorporate workflow
software to enable this collabora-
tion.

Increasingly, there are default man-
agement solutions that incorporate
rules-based workflow technology
along with analytics and reporting. 

Such software, for instance, can en-
able servicers and investors to review
the default status, market conditions
and predictive models in a common
online workspace. The servicer can
talk through recommendations and
address the investor’s questions right
there.

By electronically sharing the pre-
dictive model, all relevant statistics
and electronic copies of supporting
documents, the servicer makes it easi-
er and faster for the investor to com-
plete the due diligence required to
approve an action.  

There is no one solution that will
address all servicers’ needs for manag-
ing their investor relationships. Mort-
gage servicing divisions within larger
organizations may be able to take ad-
vantage of existing software with the
help of the internal technology group
or specialized technical consultants
with years of experience serving the
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mortgage industry. General-purpose
reporting, analysis and workflow soft-
ware packages are available.

However, in most cases, mortgage
servicers can benefit from applications
for such processes as default manage-
ment, REO and asset management,

which incorporate these functions.
One important lesson mortgage

servicers can take from other indus-
tries is to plan strategically and then
build incrementally in order to gain
early success.

In this case, automated reporting is

probably the single most important
function mortgage servicers can put
in place to more effectively manage
their investor relationships. From
this cornerstone, servicers can build
a solid foundation for long-time in-
vestor collaboration. SM
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